
USE SYSTEMS OR

SERVICES  THAT

DESIGN WASTE OUT.

KEEP PRODUCTS IN

OUR CAFES IN USE BY

AVOIDING SINGLE-USE.
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TO THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

START SHIFTING

YOUR CAFE TO

A SYSTEM

WHERE YOU

We are using up precious resources, polluting our waterways and ending up with piles of

landfill, not to mention tonnes of CO2 emissions. The problem is BIG! And big problems

can be scary and overwhelming but with a little careful thinking and tweaking to your

cafe operations you can make a huge difference to your bottom line and negative

impact on our environment.

TO PUT IT LIGHTLY, WE HAVE GOT OURSELVES INTO A RIGHT PICKLE.

OUR LINEAR APPROACH TO WASTE E.G TAKE FROM THE PLANET,

MAKE SOMETHING, USE IT ONCE OR A FEW TIMES, THEN DISPOSE OF

IT, FRANKLY IS NOT WORKING

LOOK AT WHAT WASTE

CAN BE REGENERATED

NATURALLY

The phrase Circular Economy (CE) is relatively

new, but the principles are not. In fact, your Nan

would probably have been a master of the

principles in her everyday life as resources were

not so readily available and our ‘disposable’

culture had not been normalised like it is today.

To get your head around CE thinking, it requires

a little stretch to the imagination. You need to

think about your supply chain and all the effort

that goes into making and disposing a product.

From the natural resources used, the factories

powered to make them, the fuel used to

transport them to you, to the effort and energy

used to get rid of them etc…
The problem: An example of the plastic lining in

disposable cups 
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Learn more about Responsible Cafes 

and our waste reduction mission at

responsiblecafes.org
 

DESIGN OUT WASTE AND POLLUTION

Let’s not go around in circles. With some

clever thinking and planning you could

avoid making the waste in the first place! 

Great cafe example: Encouraging customers

to use a cup swap service. The cup company

owns the cups and cafes lend the cup to the

customers who use it once and returns it to

be washed.  

Waste saving: Reducing waste of paper and

trees, the CO2 emissions it takes to create

the paper and the plastic, the delivery and

disposal of the cup. 

Cost Saving: The cost of purchasing a single-

use cup and the cost of delivery, storage and

disposal of it.
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HERE ARE THE THREE CORE PRINCIPLES EXPLAINED

KEEP PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS IN USE

Quality not quantity our nan’s used to say!

Use products that have a longer life cycle

and can be reused or have already been

used.  

Great Cafe example: Your interiors, crockery,

glassware, and even napkins are made from

reused or recycled materials? Or the tables

are made from wooden offcuts; your

cooking oil is delivered in reusable

containers; and napkins are made from

upcycled material, washed and reused.

Waste saving: Raw materials and energy it

takes to make furniture, containers and

utensils. The energy it takes to continuously

dispose of the utensils and containers.   

Cost Saving: The cost of disposing containers

and purchasing new equipment as apposed

to using second hand items.

www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org Is a great place to

learn more about this subject. Dame Ellen is an English

sailor who was shocked by the plastic waste on her single

handed round the world sailing trip and has dedicated her

life to growing this movement to save our oceans. 

REGENERATE NATURAL SYSTEMS

“Put it back where it came from” - another

Nan catchcry! What if the waste you DO

create goes back into making something

else and regenerating our natural world?

Great Cafe example: COMPOSTING! Oh we

love compost here at Responsible Cafes.  It

requires a little organisation in the kitchen

but when you nail it you will notice your

general waste bin go down dramatically! 

Waste saving: Roughly every tonne of

coffee waste that decomposes, 340m3 of

methane is released into the environment.

Think about that fact that your scraps can

actually HELP to regenerate our planet

instead of damaging it.  

Cost Saving: The cost of sending organic

waste to landfill.


